
Communiqués de presse
IBM fait fonctionner un radiotélescope de nouvelle génération pour aider à sonder
les origines de l’univers

En Australie, IBM aide le Murchison Widefield Array à exploiter les immenses quantités de données
récupérées sur les premières formations de galaxies

Paris, France - 24 juil. 2012: IBM (NYSE: IBM) announced today that the Victoria University of Wellington, on
behalf of the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA) Consortium, has selected IBM systems technology to help
scientists probe the origins of the universe.

 

The result of an international collaboration between 13 institutions from Australia, New Zealand, U.S. and India,
the MWA is a new type of radio telescope designed to capture low frequency radio waves from deep space as
well as the volatile atmospheric conditions of the Sun. The signals will be captured by the telescope’s 4,096
dipole antennas positioned in the Australian Outback in a continuous stream and processed by an IBM iDataPlex
dx360 M3 computing cluster that will convert the radio waves into wide-field images of the sky that are
unprecedented in clarity and detail.

The IBM iDataPlex cluster replaces MWA’s existing custom-made hardware systems and will enable greater
flexibility and increased signal processing. The cluster is expected to process approximately 50 terabytes of
data per day at full data rate at a speed of 8 gigabytes per second, the equivalent to over 2,000 digital songs
per second, allowing scientists to study more of the sky faster than ever before, and with greater detail.

 

“The MWA project is dependent on the massive computer power offered by IBM’s iDataPlex to create real-time
wide-field images of the radio sky,” said Professor Steven Tingay, MWA Project Director from the International
Centre for Radio Astronomy Research at Curtin University in Perth. “The combination of the MWA, IBM
technology and the radio-quiet environment of the Murchison will allow us to search for the incredibly weak
signals that come from the early stages in the evolution of the Universe, some 13 billion years ago.”

The ultimate goal of the revolutionary $51 million MWA telescope is to observe the early Universe, when stars
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and galaxies were first born. By detecting and studying the weak radio signals emitted from when the Universe
consisted of only a dark void of Hydrogen gas – the cosmic Dark Age - scientists hope to understand how stars,
planets and galaxies were formed. The telescope will also be used by scientists to study the sun’s heliosphere
during periods of strong solar activity and time-varying astronomical objects such as pulsars.

"Victoria University was delighted to work with the IBM team to find a solution for the compute challenges of the
MWA,” said Dr Melanie Johnston-Hollitt, Senior Lecturer in Physics, Victoria University of Wellington.  “The IBM
iDataPlex cluster provides an elegant resource to handle the processing and imaging requirements of the
telescope, allowing us to do cutting-edge radio astronomy."

“IBM is delighted to have been selected by the MWA consortium in this significant global scientific endeavour,”
said Glenn Wightwick, Chief Technologist, IBM Australia. “’High performance processing capabilities are
essential to facilitating world-class science. The IBM iDataPlex cluster will be used to digitally process incoming
signals and produce image data in a standard astronomical format, ready for use by scientists.”

The IBM iDataPlex cluster will be housed on-site in the Murchison Radio Observatory (MRO) site around 700 km
north of Perth, near the radio telescope antennas. With a 10 Gbps communications link to Perth, it will allow the
images to be transferred and stored and made available for research. The MRO site will also be the Australian
location for a significant portion of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA), which will be the world's most powerful
radio telescope and is being co-hosted by Australia and South Africa. 

The MWA project is led by the International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research at Curtin University and is one
of three SKA precursor telescopes

For more information MWA, please visit: http://www.mwatelescope.org

For more information on IBM iDataplex, please visit: http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/info/x/idataplex/
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